1. Introduction* Let U be a set, o(U) -B = λ' w , u ;> 0, where o(U) means the number of elements of U. Let H be a fixed group. A monomial substitution y is a transformation that maps every x of U in a one-to-one fashion into an x of £7 multiplied on the left by an element h x of H. Multiplication of substitutions means successive applications. The set of all monomial substitutions forms the monomial group Σ. Ore [5] has studied this group for finite U, and some of his results have been generalized to general U in [2] , [3] , and [4] . This paper determines the structure of the characteristic subgroups for the case when U is infinite in the cases where normal subgroups and automorphisms are known. The method used makes clear how corresponding theorems for the case where U is finite might be proved but does not list these results. [2] , [3] . They are classified first as to whether or not they are contained in the basis group V.
2, Definitions and preliminaries• Let
If JV is normal in Σ and JVc 7 its elements are multiplications with only a finite number of non-identity factors which are contained in a normal subgroup G of H. The set of all possible products of factors of all elements of JV form a normal subgroup G x of H. The group G/Gi is Abelian and GjG 1 is in the center of H/GÎ f M is normal in Σ and M ς£ V then Mf)S = PφEi&a normal subgroup of S. The group JV = M Π V is as above except that G = H. It becomes necessary to consider the cases where Proof. Assume JV is characteristic in Σ. Then JV is normal in Σ and its structure is known. Choose θ = T + with T arbitrary in the automorphism group of H and v arbitrary in JV. Then vθ = [e, --,e, e, ff tl ,e, ---,e,g in , THEOREM 
Let M = ΛΓ U P δe α normal subgroup of Σ(H; B, d, C), d ^ C < B + , where N is as described above, P = S(j?, D). ΓΛβ^ Λf is characteristic in Σ if and only if G 1 is characteristic in H.
Proof. By an argument similar to that used in Theorem 1, G x is characteristic in H.
Conversely, if y = VA is arbitrary in M then
Since Gj is characteristic in £Γ, ι; a belongs to ΛΓ. Now consider
The multiplication f 3 is in N since the factors are still in H, and the product of the factors is still in G λ since H1G 1 is Abelian. The permutation s 2 is in P since P is normal in S(B 
